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The Depositional and Clast Provenance Age of the Coodnambana 

Metaconglomerate, Mount Woods Inlier 

ABSTRACT 

Laser Ablation Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectrometry U-Pb zircon and monazite geochronology for the 

Coodnambana Metaconglomerate has been used to constrain detrital ages and the provenance of the 

interpreted youngest sequence in the Mount Woods Inlier.  U-Pb zircon and monazite ages include data from the 

quartzite underlying the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate, the quartz-magnetite metapsammitic clast and 

conglomerate matrix.  These ages are 1725, 1808 and 1558 Ma respectively.  These data indicate that the clasts 

were not sourced from the Skylark Metasediments and does not directly imply the presence of an unconformity 

at the base of the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate.  The provenance of these clasts is currently unknown.  We 

propose an alternate single stage depositional and tectonothermal model for the Mount Woods Inlier, in which 

sedimentation occurred from ca. 1750 Ma to ca. 1630 Ma and possibly up to 1590 Ma.  At ca. 1590 

sedimentation ceased with the onset of metamorphism and deformation.  Metamorphic conditions reach 

~4.7kbar and 750oC.  Following metamorphism the Mount Woods Inlier experience a hydrothermal event at ca. 

1558 Ma.       

 

INTRODUCTION 

Eastern Proterozoic Australia (Fig. 1) records a diverse range of magmatic, metamorphic, deformation and 

mineralisation events between 1.78 – 1.56 Ga.  The tectonic regime of eastern Proterozoic Australia was an 

accretionary margin and a suggested north dipping (Giles et al. 2002) or south dipping (Wade et al. 2008) 

subduction zone along the southern margin of the North Australian Craton.  Basins developed between 1.8 – 1.6 

Ga within the overriding plate in a transpressional stress regime (Scott et al. 2000, Giles et al. 2002).  Remnants 

of these basins include the McArthur basin (Rawlings 1999), Mount Isa Inlier (Page et al. 2000b), Georgetown 

Inlier (Withnall et al. 1988) and Curnamona Craton (Black et al. 1998, Betts et al. 2002).  These basins all show 
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variably deformed low-pressure/high-temperature metamorphosed supracrustal and intrusive rocks (e.g. Black et 

al. 1998, Betts et al. 2002, Forbes et al. 2008).  From 1.60 – 1.58 Ga eastern Proterozoic Australia experienced 

a period of interrupted basin development through orogenesis (Betts et al. 2002).  Evidence of this orogenic 

event is found in Mt Isa (Isan Orogeny, ca. 1600 - 1500 Ma, Giles & Nutman 2002), Curnamona Craton (Olarian 

Orogeny, ca. 1.60-1.59Ga, Page et al. 2000a), and the northern Gawler Craton (Late Kararan Orogeny, ca. 1.58-

1.54 Ga, Daly et al. 1998).  The eastern margin of Proterozoic Australia is characterised by a tectonothermal 

event represented by the voluminous outpouring of bimodal volcanic rocks and the emplacement of the Hiltaba 

Granites (Gawler Craton, ca. 1600 - 1585 Ma, Daly et al. 1998), the Williams and Naraku Batholith (Mt Isa Inlier, 

ca. 1500 Ma, Wyborn 1998) and the Mt Neill Granite (Mt Painter Inlier, ca. 1575 Ma & ca. 1555 Ma, Elburg et al. 

2001). Szpunar et al. (2007) has suggested that the Eastern Gawler Cration and the Broken Hill Block may share 

a similar tectonothermal history and are separated by the Adelaide Rift Complex; suggesting that these two 

terrains may have been proximal to each other during the Proterozoic.   

In this paper I present evidence for the relative timing of deposition, metamorphism and deformation of the 

youngest stratigraphic unit currently recognised within the Mount Woods Inlier.  This has been done by structural 

mapping and monazite and zircon U-Pb LA ICP-MS geochronology of selected units and is used to postulate 

alternative depositional and tectonothermal histories for the Mount Woods Inlier.  

 

GEOLOGICAL SETTING OF THE MOUNT WOODS INLIER 

The Mount Woods Inlier is within the northern Gawler Craton (Fig. 1) and is a structurally complex area that 

records multiple deformation events and upper amphibolite to granulite facies metamorphism (Flint & Benbow 

1977, Betts et al. 2003, Chalmers 2007b). The sedimentary successions of the Mount Woods Inlier are 

interpreted to have been deposited onto the passive margin of an Archean continent during the Paleoproterozoic 

(Betts et al. 2003).  Chalmers (2007b) divided the Mount Woods Complex into the Skylark Metasediments, the 

Coodnambana Metaconglomerate and intrusive igneous units that pre-date Hiltaba Suite equivalents.  The 

Skylark Metasediments include the bulk of the metasedimentary units in the Mount Woods Complex and consist 

of metapelitic and metapsammitic lithologies (Chalmers 2007b).  Chalmers (2007b) and Jagodzinski (2007) 
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dated two samples of the Skylark Metasediments from Moonlight Hill using the zircon U-Pb SHRIMP method in 

order to establish a definite date for peak metamorphism and to investigate complex populations of detrital 

zircons.  The two analysed samples were the magnetic psammitic sediment and garnet-cordierite-spinel-

sillimanite pelite (Jagodzinski et al. 2007b, Chalmers 2007b).  The magnetic psammitic sediment yielded a 

unimodal age of 1752±6Ma with a minor population at ~1850 Ma and the garnet-cordierite-spinel-sillimanite 

pelite yielded a unimodal age of 1749±6Ma.  Holm (OZCHRON) has reported younger maxiumum depositional 

ages from drill core within the Mount Woods Inlier. These ages include provenance clusters at 1670±13, 

1627±19 and 1736±13 Ma from a felsic gneiss within drill hole Engenina 61 and 1750±6 and 1652±22 Ma from 

a quartzite within drill hole Engenina 38 (Fig. 2) (Holm, OZCHRON).  Currently the exact relationship of these 

sediments to the Skylark Metasediments is unknown and Neumann & Fraser (2007) suggested that these ages 

may represent a second post-Kimban sedimentary package.   Betts et al. (2003) interpreted that the 

Coodnambana Metaconglomerate unconformably overlies the Skylark Metasediments based on the observation 

that the clasts within the conglomerate were sourced from the Skylark Metasediments.  This package has been 

interpreted as a second sedimentary sequence consisting of a quartzite, polymictic metaconglomerate and 

interbedded psammite (Betts et al. 2003).  Chalmers (2007b) and Jagodzinski (2007) dated the interbedded 

psammite using the U-Pb SHRIMP technique, this unit yielded a unimodal detrital age of 1749±6Ma with a minor 

detrital component of ~1850 Ma and metamorphic rims yielding an age of 1595±10Ma.  Various igneous 

intrusive units are found within the Mount Woods Inlier, including the igneous porphyblastic gneiss, orthogneiss, 

Engenina Adamellite (ca. 1692 Ma, Fanning 1997a, Daly et al. 1998) and Balta Granite (ca. 1584 Ma, Fanning 

1997a, Daly et al. 1998) (Hiltaba Suite equivalent) (Benbow & Flint 1979, Betts et al. 2003, Chalmers 2007a, 

2007b).    

 The earliest deformation event to affect the Mount Woods Inlier was the Kimban Orogeny (ca. 1.73-1.69 Ga, 

Hoek & Schaefer 1998, Vassallo & Wilson 2001, Betts et al. 2003).  In the Mount Woods Inlier, the early stages 

of the Kimban Orogeny involved the development of tight to isoclinal folds with an axial planar gneissic to 

schistose fabric (Betts et al. 2003).  These structures were overprinted by open to isoclinal folds with  south to 

southeast trending axial traces (Betts et al. 2003).  The variation in the orientation of the second generation 

structures has been attributed to the synchronous emplacement of the Engenina Adamellite (ca. 1692 Ma, 
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Fanning 1997a, Daly et al. 1998) which affected  the local stress regime (Betts et al. 2003).  Finlay (1993) and 

Betts et al. (2003) interpreted the Kimban Orogeny to be synchronous with peak metamorphism in the inlier at 

ca. 1736 Ma based on a U-Pb zircon age of a first generation partial melt at Spire Hills (Fig. 3).    Following the 

emplacement of the Engenina Adamellite, discrete shear zones and localised folds developed throughout the 

inlier and the metamorphic rocks were exhumed during the Early Kararan Orogeny (Betts et al. 2003) ca 1.69 – 

1.67 Ga (Daly et al. 1998).  These sequences were eroded and unconformably overlain by interbedded 

sandstones and the Coodnambana Metaconglomerates (Betts et al. 2003).These sediments were later contact 

metamorphosed by shallow level intrusive of the Balta Granite Suite (Betts et al. 2003) ca. 1584 Ma (Daly et al. 

1998).  The Balta Granite Suite is suggested to be equivalent to the Hiltaba Granite Suite (Creaser & White 

1991, Creaser & Cooper 1993, Daly et al. 1998).  Conversely, Forbes et al. (in review) suggested that peak 

metamorphic conditions were reached at ca. 1590 Ma (Jagodzinski et al. 2007a, Chalmers 2007b).     

The Skylark Metasediments comprise variably deformed psammites and pelites including interbedded biotite - 

garnet schist and coarse quartz - feldspar gneiss, garnet - corderite - spinel - sillimanite pelite, porphyroblastic 

sillimanite pelite, clast rich magnetic textured melt sediment, thinly bedded psammitic - garnet pelite and 

magnetic psammitic sediment (Ambrose & Flint 1981, Chalmers 2007b).  In addition to the metasediments a 

porphyroblastic gneiss and orthogneiss have been identified (Chalmers 2007b).   

The Coodnambana Metaconglomerate is a polymictic conglomerate with a diverse clast composition that 

includes banded psammites, fine grained granites and coarse grained pegmatic fragments (Flint & Benbow 

1977, Ambrose & Flint 1981, Chalmers 2007b).  The provenance of these clasts has been suggested to be from 

the eroded Skylark Metasediemts (Betts et al. 2003, Chalmers 2007b).  Chalmers (2007) recognised that the 

detrital age of the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate is consistent with the detrital age of the underlying Skylark 

Metasediments and hence suggests that the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate was derived from eroding of the 

Skylark Metasediments and was later metamorphosed at 1595Ma.   

 

THE SPIRE HILLS AREA  
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The Spire Hills area is located in the southern Mount Woods Inlier (Fig. 3).  The area has undergone upper 

amphibolite to granulite facies metamorphism (Betts et al. 2003).  The Coodnambana Metaconglomerate is 

exposed at the western extent of this area.  This is the only exposure of the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate 

and it provides an opportunity to investigate a proportion of the stratigraphy in the Mount Woods Inlier.   

Lithology 

The Skylark Metasediments 

In the Spire Hills mapping area the dominant lithology of the Skylark Metasediments is the migmatitic iron 

formation (Betts et al. 2003).  Exposed adjacent to the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate is the magnetite-biotite-

cordierite feldspar gneiss (Fig. 4a,b).  This unit is medium- to coarse-grained (0.5-1 mm) gneiss and appears as 

small (up to 1m) exposures in the basement rocks.  The unit is approximately 30% quartz, 20% feldspar, 20% 

magnetite, 20% biotite and 10% cordierite.  Cordierite forms porphyoblasts amongst the mafic layering, and 

quartz and k-feldspar occur as felsic bands.  Just to the west of the mapping area is the garnet-biotite-sillimanite 

gneiss.  This unit consists of 20% quartz, 20% k-feldspar, 20% biotite, 15% magnetite, 15% garnet and 10% 

sillimanite.  The unit is a medium- to coarse-grained (0.5-1mm) and shows segregations of material forming 

mafic and felsic components.  Garnet is very coarse-grained (up to 15mm) and the foliation wraps around these 

porphyroblasts.    

The Coodnambana Metaconglomerate 

The Coodnambana Metaconglomerate overlies the Skylark Metasediments at Spire Hills.  The basal unit to the 

Coodnambana Metaconglomerate is a medium- to coarse-grained (0.5-1mm) quartzite that consists of a single 

homogeneous massive layer with an apparent thickness of 25m thick and it is only seen as a small outcrop 

within Spire Hills (Fig. 3).  The unit comprises of >97% quartz with minor magnetite andalusite and sillimanite 

(Figure 5a). In thin section the quartz grains are anhedral coarse-grained (0.5-1mm) displaying  inequigranular – 

interlobate texture and based on the interlobate nature and pinning microstructures of the quartz grain 

boundaries it underwent grain boundary migration recrystallisation (Figure 5b).  Quartz grains display undulosed 

extinction (Figure 5c).  Within the quartz matrix are medium-grained (0.5mm) andalusite that are often 
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surrounded by sillimanite (Figure 5a).  The sillimanite is coarse-grained (~0.5-1mm) and typically occurs as 

anhedral patches of fibrous sillimanite displaying low order birefringence (Figure 5d).  The bulk of the magnetite 

is seen within the andalusite – sillimanite porphroblasts and lesser anhedral to subhedral fine-grained (~0.25mm) 

magnetite is typically at quartz grain boundaries (Figure 5a).    

The basal quartzite is overlain by a polymictic conglomerate; the contact between these two units is covered by 

colluvium and not exposed. The conglomerate is comprised of rounded clasts of variable composition within a 

hematite and quartz bearing matrix; the conglomerate is termed the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate (Fig. 7).  

Clast distribution appears random and no preferred orientation is visible.  Metasedimentary clasts range in size 

from 4 to 50mm  and clasts comprise rounded fine-grained (0.25-0.5mm) quartzite casts , coarse-grained (1-

3mm) quartzite clasts and fine grained (~0.5mm) hematite-quartz metapsammitic clasts, and within an alternating 

hematite rich (mafic) and hematite – fine grained quartz (felsic) matrix in which the alternating bands are visible 

in hand specimen (Fig. 4c, 8).     

The rounded coarse-grained quartz clasts consists of >99% quartz with minor hematite (Figure 5e).  These clasts 

are distinctively coarse-grained (1-3mm). The quartz is generally a subhedral shape with a serate – polygonal 

texture.  Hematite content is minor and occurs as medium-grained (~0.5mm) subhedral shaped grains along 

some quartz grain boundaries.   

The rounded fine-grained quartz clast consists of >98% quartz with minor hematite. These clasts are distinctively 

fine-grained (0.25-0.5mm).  The quartz is a subhedral shape and displays a equigranular – polygonal texture.  

Hematite is minor and occurs as fine-grained (0.25mm) subhedral shaped grains along some quartz grain 

boundaries. 

The metapsammitic clasts consist of distinctive hematite and quartz banding which includes a folded quartz 

hematite clast (15-25mm) (Figure 5f) and a banded quartz hematite clast (5-15mm) (Figure 6g).  The folded 

quartz hematite clast consists of well defined bands (0.5-3mm thick) that are comprised quartz rich and hematite 

rich layers; the quartz rich layers are approximately 70% quartz and 30% hematite and hematite rich layers are 

approximately 80% hematite and 20% quartz.  These bands possibly represent primary layering.  Within the 

banding are small fold structures; it is unclear whether these structures are folds of the primary bedding or folds 
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of small quartz veins.  Some folds are seen to crosscut the primary layering and occur as thicker coarse-grained 

(0.5-2mm) ductile folds (Fig. 5h).  These clasts are fine grained (~0.5mm) and are sub-rounded to rounded with a 

tabular shape (Figure 4d).  The quartz appears as very fine-grained (~0.25mm) subhedral grains in thin bands 

(~0.5mm) with the hematite (Fig. 5f).  The hematite is typically very fine grained (0.25mm) anhedral grains and 

rarely occurs as coarse-grained (~0.5mm) subhedral grains.  The banded quartz hematite clasts display well 

defined banding (0.5-1mm thick) that is comprised of quartz rich and magnetite rich layers (Fig. 5g).  The quartz 

rich layers are typically 60% quartz and 40% hematite and the hematite rich layers are typically 70% hematite 

and 30% quartz (Fig. 5g).  Crosscutting the banding is a small (~1mm thick) coarse-grained (0.5mm) quartz vein 

(Fig. 5g).  These clasts are fine grained (~0.5mm) and are sub-rounded with a tabular shape.  The hematite is 

very fine-grained (~0.25mm) with an anhedral to subhedral shape and the quartz is very fine-grained (~0.25mm) 

with a subhedral shape.   

The matrix can be divided into layered components; a specular hematite rich component and a hematite-quartz 

component (Figure 7).  In hand specimen this layering is visible and there is no correlation between clast type 

and matrix type.  Petrological analysis of the felsic matrix reveals lenses of tourmaline (Figure 6a), retrogressed 

sillimanite (Figure 6b), with minor muscovite and apatite.  The tourmaline occurs as coarse grained (1-2mm) 

anhedral grains containing small (0.5mm) inclusions of hematite (Fig. 6c) and as symplectic intergrowths with 

fine grained (0.25mm) quartz (Figure 6a).  Sillimanite occurs as small porphroblasts (~0.5mm) throughout the 

matrix and in some grains it displays low order birefringence colours (Fig. 6b).   Minor coarse grained (~1mm) 

muscovite appears in the matrix, commonly with hematite.  Coarse grained (~1mm) quartz is prominent in the 

felsic matrix and displays a subhedral shape with generally an inequigranular – polygonal texture and minor 

interlobate quartz grain boundaries.  The magnetite rich matrix is comprised primarily of coarse grained (1-2mm) 

magnetite.     

The conglomerate is interbedded with a psammite unit up to 2m thick and discontinuous throughout the outcrop 

due to poor exposure in places (Fig. 4e).  The interbedded psammite consists of ~80% quartz with lesser 

magnetite, and minor sillimanite and tourmaline (Fig. 6d).  The quartz is an anhedral shape with a seriate-

interlobate texture.  Grain size ranges from fine- to coarse-grain (0.5-2mm).  Passive tabular cross-bedding is 

defined by a strong magnetite heavy mineral banding (Fig. 4f).  Between individual sets of cross-beds is 
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recrystallise quartz displaying heterogeneously spaced patches of fine and coarse grains.  This has deflected the 

forsets and primary bedding surfaces of the cross-bedding.   

Balta Granite (Benbow & Flint 1979) 

The Balta Granite was first reported by Benbow and Flint (1979) and it is extensive throughout the Mount Woods 

Inlier (Chalmers 2007b).  In the Spire Hills area, the granite comprises of a very coarse grain (20x10mm) 

phenocrysts of k-feldspar (red brick) and plagioclase in a groundmass of predominantly quartz with biotite and 

magnetite (Figure 4g).  Throughout the inlier there are slight variants of the Balta Granite including a coarse 

grained porphyritic granite, a fine to medium grained granite, equigranular deep red granite and a clast rich 

variant (Chalmers 2007b).   

 

Structural Elements 

Skylark Metasediments 

-First Generation Structures 

The first generation foliation (S1s) seen in the Skylark Metasediments is a gneissosity sub-parallel to 

compositional layering (S0), it is pervasive throughout the small exposures of gneiss‟ (Fig. 4a,c).  The S1 foliation 

is defined by melanocratic layering in the gneiss and is commonly biotite–magnetite layering.  Over the entire 

mapping area variations in the orientation of the S1 foliation is evident.   Due to the lack of exposure it is unclear 

how the variations relate. 

-Second generation Structures 

The second generation foliation (S2s) seen in the Skylark Metasediments is a foliation defined by quartz-feldspar 

bands.   This foliation (S2s) is axial planar to small (2-5cm) F2 folds formed from folding the S1s foliation and 

defined by bands of alternating quartz-feldspar and magnetite-biotite layering (Fig. 4b).   

Coodnambana Metaconglomerate 
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-First Generation Structures 

Within the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate, the first generation foliation (S1c) is best preserved within the 

interbedded psammite.  S1c is sub-parallel to compositional layering, and weakly preserved.  In the interbedded 

psammite the S1c foliation is defined by magnetite layering (Fig. 4f).  Within the conglomerate the S1c foliation is 

very weakly defined by the alignment of clasts. 

-Second Generation Structures 

The second generation foliation preserved in the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate is a pervasive fracture 

cleavage (Sf) (Fig. 4e). Within the conglomerate the second generation foliation is not preserved.  The foliation is 

best preserved in the interbedded psammite as a discontinuous but pervasive fracture cleavage (Fig. 4e).  Within 

the quartzite, the foliation is preserved as a discontinuous fracture cleavage.  The Sf fracture cleavage is axial 

planar to a macroscopic scale synform that folds the quartzite and Coodnambana Metaconglomerate (Fig. 9).  

The synform plunges towards 294o with the southern limb dipping at 50o to the north (Fig. 10).  The northern limb 

of the fold is covered with colluvium and as a result is not exposed.  The effects of this folding event on the 

underlying Skylark Metasediments in uncertain, this is due to poor exposure of the Skylark Metasediments 

limiting any correlations between the two packages of rock.  

-Faulting 

Towards the northern extent of the fold sparse residual white quartz is present amongst the residual colluvium 

from the Skylark Metasediments.  Over this area there is no visible continuity of the northern limb of the fold.  

This residual white quartz colluvium is aligned in a linear trace and trends at 140o.  This implies that there is a 

fault present under the colluvium.  

ZIRCON U-Pb GEOCHRONOLOGY 

Sample Description 

Two samples (SH001 and SH002) were collected from the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate outcrop at Spire 

Hills (Fig. 9).  SH001 is a representative sample of the quartzite stratagraphically below the Coodnambana 
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Metaconglomerate (Fig. 9).  The quartzite is suggested to be the lowest unit of the youngest stratigraphic 

sequence in the Mount Woods Complex (Fig. 8) (Betts et al. 2003, Chalmers 2007b).  This sample was chosen 

to constrain a detrital or maximum depositional age of the youngest unit.   

SH002 is representative of the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate and contains fine and coarse quartz clasts and 

metapsammitic clasts hosted within the mafic and felsic components of the matrix.  This sample was chosen to 

constrain the maximum depositional age of the Coodnamabana Metaconglomerate and the provenance of the 

clasts.  Two samples were extracted from sample SH002: SH002a and SH002b.  Sample SH002a were two 

quartz-magnetite metapsammitic clasts (SH002a-1 and SH002a-2) separated from the matrix and other clasts, 

and were used to constrain the detrital age and provenance of the clasts.  Sample SH002b was separated from 

the hematite-rich component of the matrix and was used to determine the maximum depositional and detrital age 

of the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate.    

Geochronological Analysis  

Zircon and monazite were separated at the University of Adelaide by standard crushing, milling, pan separation 

and heavy liquid techniques.  Unsuccessful attempts were made to separate zircon from fine- and coarse-quartz 

clasts removed from the metaconglomerate.  Zircon and monazite grains were mounted on epoxy discs.  U-Th-

Pb isotopic ratios were analysed using the laser ablation inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometer (LA 

ICP-MS) at Adelaide Microscopy, University of Adelaide, South Australia. A beam size of 30µm was used and 

zircons between 50 to 100µm were targeted.  For LA-ICP MS monazite analysis, a beam size of 12µm was used 

and monazites between 50 to 100µm were targeted.   

 
  
Two zircon standards were analysed periodically in a separate mount during all zircon analyses for reference and 

calibration purposes.    The zircon standards are “GJ-1” (206Pb/238U = 600.7±1.1) and “Plesovice” (206Pb/238U = 

337.13±0.37).  Three monazite standards were analysed: “222” (206Pb/238U = 450.2±3.4), “440” (206Pb/238U = 

425) and “MAdel” (206Pb/238U = 517.9±2.6).  Data processing and reduction was undertaken using GEMOC and 

CSIRO‟s GLITTER Data Reduction Software and ISOPLOT (Ludwig 2001, 2003).  

Back Scattered Electron and Cathodoluminescence Imaging 
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Backscattered electron (BSE) and cathodoluminescence (CL) Imaging was undertaken on the Philips XL20 SEM 

at Adelaide Microscopy.  This was used for identification of internal structures within the zircon and monazite.    

SH001 – Quartzite 

Zircon grains in this population range from 50 to 150µm in size and have a euhedral tabular to euhedral square 

prismatic shape (Fig. 11).  The grains show oscillatory zoning under cathodeluminesence (Fig. 11).  Within some 

grains there is a strong variation in the development of the oscillatory zones; this is seen particularly as a larger 

homogenious central zone (40µm) and external finer bands of alternating zones (3-4µm) (Fig. 11).  Within some 

zircons the oscillatory zones are faded and appear blurred.  Apparent in the CL images are fractures propagating 

through the grains. 

SH002a-1 – Metapsammitic Clast 

Zircon grains in this population range from 50 to 100µm in size and display a euhedral tabular to euhedral 

square prismatic shape (Fig. 12Error! Reference source not found.).  Under cathodeluminesence alternating 

concentric bands are visible (Fig. 12).  Within some grains there is a strong variation in the development of the 

oscillatory zones throughout the zircon; this is particularly evident within the larger homogeneous central zone 

(40µm) and generally finer banded oscillatory external zones.  These oscillatory zones are variable in thickness 

(3-4µm to 10µm).  Crosscutting the oscillatory zoning is a network of fractures.   

SH002a-2 – Metapsammitic Clast 

Zircon grains in this population range from 50 to 100µm in size and display a euhedral tabular to euhedral 

square prismatic shape (Fig. 13).  Under cathodeluminesence alternating concentric bands are visible (Fig. 13).  

Within some grains there is a strong variation in the development of the oscillatory zones throughout the zircon; 

this is particularly evident within the larger homogeneous central zone (….µm) and generally finer banded 

oscillatory external zones.  These oscillatory zones are variable in thickness (3µm to 10µm).   
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These two samples of the metapsammitic clast displayed similar zircon grain morphologies and grain shape and 

size.  When analysed on the LA ICP-MS similar ages were collected (Table 2).  The data from the two samples 

were combined in order to strengthen the statistics of the data set and the calculated age.   

SH002b – Conglomerate Matrix 

Monazite grains in this population are typically 50 to 100µm in diameter and generally have subhedral prismatic 

shape (Fig. 14).  BSE images reveal a patchy zoning and homogeneous textures in the monazite grains.  One 

monazite grain contained a brecciated texture with a vein of younger monazite within it.  Within other monazite 

grains there are no visible textures. 

Geochronology Results 

SH001 – Quartzite 

A total of 30 analyses from 18 zircon grains were collected for the SH001 sample; 28 analyses were used for the 

age calculation and one was discarded as it was a monazite grain (Table 1).  Pb207/Pb206 data show a slight 

positive skew suggesting there is a component of slightly older inherited material in the population.  U-Pb data 

record a disconcordia with an upper intersect of 1729±18Ma and lower intersect of 51±130Ma (Fig. 15).  A 

weighted average of the Pb207/Pb206 data calculates an age of 1725±10Ma (MSWD=1.8, Probability = 0.006). 

SH002a – Metapsammitic Clast 

A total of 40 analyses from 26 zircon grains were collected from the sample SH002a; 35 analyses were used in 

the age calculation and five were discarded as they were monazite grains, heavily metamict zircon grains or were 

outside of two standard deviations (Table 2).  Pb207/Pb206 data show a unimodal age distribution and U-Pb record 

a disconcordia with an upper intercept of 1803±19Ma and lower intercept of -13±52Ma (MSWD = 0.79) (Fig. 16).  

A weighted average of the Pb207/Pb206 data calculates an age of 1808±10Ma (MSWD=1.5, Probability 0.035), 

with two data points being omitted based on the points lying outside of two standard deviations.   

SH002b – Metaconglomerate Matrix 
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A total of 26 analyses from 11 monazite grains were collected from the sample SH002b; 21 analyses were used 

for the age calculation and one analyses was discarded due to it being very disconcordant (Table 1).  Pb207/Pb206 

data show two populations are apparent from Gaussian deconvolution; a population at 1559±9Ma of 21 spots 

and a population at 1594±10Ma of 4 spots (Fig. 17).  All data points plot on the Concordia with a very slight 

negative disconcordance.  A weighted average of the Pb207/Pb206 data calculated an age of 1558±9Ma 

(MSWD=0.076, probability = 1).   

The complete data for all three samples is within Appendix A. 

DISCUSSION 

Interpretation of U-Pb Geochronology 

Quartzite 

The U-Pb zircon age of the quartzite underlying the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate is 1725±10Ma (Fig. 15).  

These zircons all show oscillatory zoning indicating that they formed via magmatic processes and were later 

incorporated in the quartzite (Fig. 11).  This age is interpreted as a maximum deposition age based on magmatic 

zircons being incorporated in a sedimentary rock.  Individual spots show a strong population reflecting a 

unimodal age and with a single zircon spot at approximately 1850Ma (Fig. 15).  A unimodal age indicates that the 

zircon grains were sourced from a unimodal magmatic source.  Within the data set there are disconcordant 

analyses, these values plot to form a disconcordia with an intersect at 1725 Ma (Fig. 15). Concordant analyses 

plot around the 1725 Ma intercept and suggest that the 1725 Ma age is a reasonable approximation. 

Coodnambana Metaconglomerate 

The U-Pb zircon age of the quartz-magnetite metapsammitic clasts within the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate 

was 1808±10 Ma (Fig. 16).  These zircons all show oscillatory zoning indicating that they formed via magmatic 

processes and was later incorporated within the metapsammitic rock (Fig. 12).  This age is interpreted as a 

maximum depositional age based on magmatic zircons being incorporated into a sedimentary rock.  Individual 

spots show a prominent unimodal population at 1808 Ma with three analyses ranging from 1960-2040 Ma (Fig. 

16).  This suggests that the zircon grains were sourced from a unimodal source and only show minor amounts 
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inherited recycled crust.  Within the data set there are disconcordant analyses, these values plot to form a 

disconcordia which intersects at 1808 Ma (Fig. 16). Concordant analyses are seen plot around the 1808 Ma 

intercept and suggest that the 1808 Ma age is a reasonable approximation. 

Monazite within the mafic matrix of the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate preserves a range of different textures.  

These textures include patchy zoning, a homogeneous texture and brecciated veins.  Monazite can display a 

range of different textural zoning representing different geological events (Ayres et al. 1999).  Patchy zoning is 

comprised of irregular shaped subequant zones that appear as embayments and fractures with variations in BSE 

response (Ayres et al. 1999) and has been suggested to develop due to overprinting of pre-existing monazite 

textures during in situ hydrothermal alteration (e.g. Poitrasson et al. 1996, Hawkins & Bowring 1997, Ayres et al. 

1999).  Hawkins & Bowring (1997) used TIMS U-Pb analysis to show that altered patchy zones within monazite 

grains in hydrothermally altered granite dyke consistently record a younger age than unaltered monazite within 

the same rock type.  Monazite grains from the mafic matrix of the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate yield two 

ages of ~1590 Ma and 1558±9Ma (Fig. 17).  The 1558 Ma age is seen within all three textures and the 1590 Ma 

age is only seen within the homogeneous monazite.  The ~1590 Ma age is coeval with emplacement of the Balta 

Granite (ca. 1584, Fanning 1997a, Daly et al. 1998) and peak metamorphism (Forbes et al. in review); 

suggesting that this monazite was formed during the peak metamorphic event.  Patchy and brecciated textures 

(fig. 14) are seen within the monazite grains and are interpreted as secondary textures representing 

hydrothermal alteration.   

 

Source of the clasts within the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate 

Identification of the source of the clasts within the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate has implications for the 

tectonostratigraphy of the Mount Woods Inlier. The clasts within the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate have 

been suggested to be sourced from the Skylark Metasediments (Betts et al. 2003, Chalmers 2007b).  Betts et al. 

(2003) and Chalmers (2007b) based this interpretation on the clast lithologies being similar to various lithologies 

throughout the inlier such as metapsammites and quartzites.  This interpretation implies that there must have 

been at least one metamorphic event prior to the deposition of the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate (Betts et al. 

2003, Chalmers 2007b).  This is based on metamorphosed clasts that preserve random orientations, implying 
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that they were metamorphosed during a prior event.   An interbedded psammite within the Coodnambana 

Metaconglomerate yielded a U-Pb SHRIMP age of 1749±6Ma, which is suggested to approximate the age of the 

conglomerate matrix (Chalmers 2007b).  This age is consistent with other detrital ages seen in the Skylark 

Metasediments; such as 1752±6 from the cordierite-biotite-garnet-sillimanite gneiss and 1749±6 from the 

cordierite-biotite-sillimanite gneiss (Fig. 18) (Chalmers, 2007).  These ages are within error of each other and 

suggest that the metaconglomerate may have been sourced from the underlying Skylark Metasediments or the 

same source as the Skylark Metasediments.   

Zircon grains analysed from the quartz-magnetite metapsammitic clast yield an age of 1808±10Ma.  This age 

and detrital signature is significantly different from the detrital age of the interbedded psammite (ca. 1749 Ma, 

Chalmers 2007b) and the Skylark Metasediments (ca. 1752 Ma, Chalmers 2007b)(Fig. 18).  As there is no 

detailed stratigraphy or geochronological resolution for the Skylark Metasediments it is unclear if the clasts were 

sourced from the Skylark Metasediments. Although, from the geochronology presented in this paper and 

published geochronology for the Skylark Metasediments the interpretation that the clasts were sourced from the 

Skylark Metasediments is not supported.   

Betts (pers com) described a quartz-magnetite metapsamite at „The Twins‟ exposure (Fig. 3) which may be a 

possible source rock for the metapsamitic clasts.  There is no existing geochronology for this unit, so no 

comparisons between the metapsammitic clasts age and the psammite can be made.  In addition, the Mount 

Woods Inlier contains other lithologies such as granitic intrusions and metapelites.  Fine grained granitic clasts 

have been described by Chalmers (2007b) and these granitic clasts were not seen during structural mapping or 

in representative samples.  Geochronology of such granitic clasts will provide better geochronological resolution 

for the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate and possibly aid in determining the source. 

External to the Mount Woods Inlier zircon ages of ca. 1810 Ma are not common in Proterozoic terrains.  Zircon 

ages within error of the ca. 1808 Ma age have been reported in the Ongeva Package in the Reynolds Ranges, 

Central Australia (Claoue-Long et al. 2008).  This package contains a youngest statistically defined population 

with a mean age of 1808±5Ma and various detrital populations between 1840-2700Ma with a prominent 

population at ~2500Ma (Claoue-Long et al. 2008); the ~1808Ma age population is seen in the Metapelitic clast 
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and the older 1840-2700Ma detrital populations are not seen, implying that the Ongeva Package is unlikely to be 

the source of the metapsammitic clast.   

It is unclear where the clasts in the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate were sourced from. The geochronology 

presented here does not support the hypothesis that the clasts in the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate were 

sourced from the Skylark Metasediments (Betts et al. 2003, Chalmers 2007b).  As the geochronological 

resolution of the Skylark Metasediments is low this data does not disprove this interpretation.  More 

geochronology of the Skylark Metasediments will improve this interpretation.  (Treagus & Treagus 2002, Czeck 

et al. 2009) 

Hiatus in deposition between the Skylark Metasediments and Coodnambana Metaconglomerate 

The contact between the quartzite at the base of the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate and the Skylark 

Metasediments is covered by colluvial sediments and not visible, therefore the nature of the contact cannot be 

directly attributed.  Flint and Benbow (1977) describe the stratigraphic relationship of the Coodnambana 

Metaconglomerate and the underlying basement rock as unknown due to the lack of continuity of the exposure.  

Betts et al. (2003) and Chalmers (2007b) suggest that the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate unconformably 

overlies the Skylark Metasediments due to the interpretation that the clasts were sourced from the underlying 

Skylark Metasediments.  Geochronological results presented here show that there is a significant difference in 

the maximum depositional ages between the Skylark Metasediments and quartzite.  The Skylark Metasediments 

have a maximum depositional age of ca. 1752 Ma (Jagodzinski et al. 2007b, Chalmers 2007b) and the quartzite 

has a maximum depositional age of 1725±10 Ma, recording an age difference of 25 million years.  This data 

indicates a hiatus in deposition between the Skylark Metasediments of at least 25 million years.  However, as 

these ages are maximum depositional ages, imply that the Skylark Metasediments and the quartzite (and 

possibly the overlying Coodnambana Metaconglomerate) were deposited up to and possibly after ca. 1752 Ma 

and ca. 1725 Ma respectively.  These maximum depositional are also close to or within error of the Kimban 

Orogeny (ca. 1.73-1.69 Ga, Hoek & Schaefer 1998, Vassallo & Wilson 2001), meaning that it is possible that one 

or both of the Skylark Metasediments and quartzite (and possibly Coodnambana Metaconglomerate) underwent 

deformation and metamorphism during the Kimban Orogeny. 
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The Skylark Metasediments and the quartzite/Coodnambana Metaconglomerate show evidence of deformation 

and metamorphism.  Both units preserve a layer parallel foliation.  Although, this layer parallel foliation is more 

strongly developed in the Skylark Metasediments.  There is a distinct difference between the axial planar 

foliations seen between the two units.  The Skylark Metasediments preserve melt segregations axial planar to 

the folds, while the interbedded psammite and quartzite preserve an axial planar cleavage.  These are distinctly 

different structures and display a moderate difference in their orientations.  Notably, due to the poor exposure of 

the Skylark Metasediments and the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate any relationship between the foliations is 

unclear.  Ductile folding is clearly observed at the centimetre scale in the Skylark Metasediments, while folding at 

the metre scale is observed in the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate.  Due to limited exposure the continuity of 

the metre scale folding and S2 foliation in the Skylark Metasediments is unclear.   

The relative timing of deformation in the Skylark Metasediments and the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate is 

unconstrained.  It is unclear if the Skylark Metasediments underwent deformation prior to the deposition of the 

Coodnambana Metaconglomerate.  The Coodnambana Metaconglomerate appears less deformed than the 

underlying Skylark Metasediments and this relationship has been interpreted as an unconformity.   Treagus & 

Treagus (2002) and Czeck et al. (2009) found that the clast composition of a conglomerate (e.g. mafic, granitoid, 

quartzite) will influence the strain accommodation across different lithological domains.  An example of this is 

seen in the Seine River Metaconglomerates, Ontaria, Canada where the heterogeneous distribution of the clast 

types (e.g. felsic volcanics, mafic volcanics, quartzites, banded iron formations) within the metaconglomerate has 

resulted in competency contrasts across the clast domains (Fissler et al. 2005a, b).  Standard Fry and Rf/ф 

analysis was used to evaluate the strain recorded across each clast type and a clear variation in strain is seen at 

the regional scale (Fissler et al. 2005b).  The variation is interpreted to be a difference in competence of each of 

the clast types and surrounding lithologies in the Seine River Metaconglomerate (Fissler et al. 2005a).  Adjacent 

to the Seine River Metaconglomerate are metasediments that exhibit small to large scale shear zones and 

overall a significant variation in the accommodation of strain is seen across the region due to a single event 

(Fissler et al. 2005a).   

The Coodnambana Metaconglomerate is predominately a clast supported polymictic conglomerate with a matrix 

composed of 80% magnetite and predominantly metapsammitic and quartzite clasts.  A possible explanation of 
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why the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate appears only weakly deformed is a variation in the competency of the 

Coodnambana Metaconglomerate compared to the Skylark Metasediments.  This interpretation does not require 

an unconformable contact between the two stratigraphic packages. 

Within the Skylark Metasediments metamorphic grade is interpreted to be granulite facies (Betts et al., 2003; 

Chalmers, 2007b).  This grade is well defined in the gt-cord-sp-sill pelite in which spinel and sillimanite is seen 

within cordierite cores which are in turn partially to completely rimed by garnet; this assemblage indicates 

granulite facies metamorphism (Chalmers, 2007b).  Moonlight Hills which is suggested to be Skylark 

Metasediments by Chalmers (2007) experienced peak metamorphic conditions of ~4.7 kbar and 750 oC (Forbes 

et al., in review).  

The Coodnambana Metaconglomerate, interbedded psammite and basal quartzite all contain simple mineralogy 

due to an uncomplicated geochemistry.  Sillimanite appears as small patches throughout the matrix of the 

Coodnambana Metaconglomerate, quartzite and interbedded psammite.  The presence of sillimanite indicates 

that these rocks have reached at least upper amphibolite facies (Fig. 5a).  Within the basal quartzite inclusions of 

andalusite are moated by fiberous sillimanite (Fig. 5a), reflecting the andalusite to sillimanite metamorphic 

reaction.  This indicates that this package of rock experienced upper amphibolite facies metamorphism.  Due to 

the simplicity of the geochemistry, key diagnostic mineral assemblages are not likely to grow and the 

Coodnambana Metaconglomerate may have reached a higher grade since the sillimanite field is a broad high 

temperature field.  Timing of metamorphism in the Skylark Metasediments is based on a zircon crystallisation 

age of 1736±14 Ma from a first generation partial melt at Spire Hills (Finlay 1993, Fanning 1997a).  The quality of 

this age is difficult to validate as there is no supplementary data describing the sample from which the zircons 

were taken, the morphology of the separated zircon grains or any imagery of the grains.  Fanning (1993) 

reported that the uranium contents of these zircons are up to 740ppm and that these high uranium 

concentrations are unexpected for zircon grains that crystallised at granulite facies conditions (Fanning 1993).  In 

general, zircons that crystallise under metamorphic conditions in the order of a few hundred parts per million and 

magmatic zircon contain uranium concentrations in the order of several hundred to about a thousand parts per 

million (Mezger & Krogstad 1997). The partial melt is likely to have formed from the Skylark Metasediments and 

inheritance of zircon is possible.  The ca. 1736 Ma age has not been reproduced within the Mount Woods Inlier.  
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Ages within error of ca. 1736 Ma have been reported in the same sediments and have been shown to be 

magmatic ages.  Without analysing the morphology of the 1736 Ma zircon grains, it is difficult to discern whether 

these are truly metamorphic zircon or if they represent magmatic zircon.  There is no unequivocal evidence to 

determine if the Skylark Metasediments and the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate were metamorphosed during 

the same or different events.   

 

Tectonic Models (Fanning 1993) 

Betts et al. (2003) proposed a complex evolutionary model for the Mount Woods Inlier involving multiple 

episodes of deformation, metamorphism and exhumation.  In this model the Skylark Metasediments were 

deposited of the margin of an Archean continent.  These sediments were metamorphosed and deformed during 

Kimban Orogeny (ca. 1.73-1.69 Ga, Hoek & Schaefer 1998, Vassallo & Wilson 2001), which resulted in 

development of isoclinal folds and a predominantly layer-parallel foliation.  Betts et al. (2003) suggested that 

Kimban-aged deformation was associated with peak granulite facies metamorphic conditions.  The Engenina 

Adamellite was emplaced post-Kimban at ca. 1692 (Fanning 1997a).  The Mount Woods Inlier was then 

exhumed during the Early Kararan Orogeny (ca. 1.69-1.67 Ga, Daly et al. 1998), eroded and the Coodnambana 

Metaconglomerate was deposited as clastic sediments unconformably overlying the exhumed basement.  The 

inlier was then reburied and underwent contact metamorphism by the Balta Granite (ca. 1584 Ma, Fanning 

1997a).  The inlier was then weakly deformed during the Late Kararan Orogeny (ca. 1.58-1.54 Ga, Daly et al. 

1998) (Betts et al., 2003).   

This model accounts for the unconformable contact between the Skylark Metasediments and the Coodnambana 

Metaconglomerate, and provides an explanation for why there is limited development of structural elements in 

the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate compared to the underlying Skylark Metasediments.   

However, the model proposed by Betts et al. (2003) is reliant on the timing of metamorphism of the Skylark 

Metasdiments being ca. 1736 Ma, evidence of which is suggested to be the metamorphic zircon age from a 

partial melt within the Skylark Metasediments. As discussed earlier, there are uncertainties in the validity of this 

age and the age has not been repeatedly seen within the Mount Woods Inlier.  However, other geochronological 
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studies conducted within the Mount Woods Inlier have revealed consistent U-Pb zircon metamorphic ages of ca. 

1590 Ma (e.g., Jagodzinski et al. 2007b, Chalmers 2007b, Holm OZCHRON).  Notably, only one phase of 

metamorphism is recorded at the Moonlight Hills exposure and peak metamorphism from this study has been 

suggested to occur at ca. 1590 Ma (Forbes et al. in review).  It is currently unknown how the exposures of the 

Skylark metasediments at Moonlight Hills relate to the exposures at Spire Hills.  Furthermore, the model is not 

directly supported by the new geochronology from the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate presented here, but the 

new data does not completely dismiss the model as a possibility.  

The two-stage tectonothermal model proposed by Betts et al. (2003) is reliant on the metamorphosed clasts 

within the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate being sourced from the Skylark Metasediments, implying that the 

Skylark Metasediments were metamorphosed during an earlier event, then exhumed and incorporated as clasts 

into the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate.  However, the new geochronological evidence from the 

Coodnambana Metaconglomerate suggests that the clasts were not sourced from the Skylark Metasediments.  

Implications of this are the Skylark Metasediments did not necessarily undergo a single of multiple phases of 

metamorphism before the deposition of the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate.  

Holm (OZCHRON) has reported detrital components within the Mount Woods Inlier that have ages of 

1652±22Ma of (sample 2003362532, Engenina 61 drill hole), 1670±13Ma (sample 2003362538, Engenina 38 

drill hole) and 1627±19Ma (Engenina 61 drill hole).  These clusters are interpreted to be a maximum provinence 

clusters (Holm, OZCHRON) and post date the Kimban Orogeny (Neumann & Frasier 2007).  Meaning that these 

sedimentary packages were deposited after the Kimban aged metamorphism and deformation and could not 

have been metamorphosed or deformed by the Kimban Orogeny.  Notably the Engenina Adamellite 

(1692±25Ma, Fanning 1997b, Daly et al. 1998) intrudes the Skylark Metasediments (Benbow & Flint 1979, Betts 

et al. 2003) and these maximum provenance clusters post date the Engenina Adamellite (Neumann & Frasier 

2007).  Neumann & Fraser (2007) describe that there must be a pre- ~1690Ma sedimentary package based on 

the Engenina Adamellite intruding these packages (Benbow & Flint 1979, Betts et al. 2003) and a post- ~1670Ma 

package based on younger maximum provenance cluster (Holm, OZCHRON).  The nature of these two 

sedimentary packages is unclear and Neumann & Fraser (2007) suggest that the younger package may 

correlate with the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate.    Two interpretations can be made from these maximum 
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provenance clusters: that the Mount Woods Inlier was deposited in two sedimentary cycles or that it was 

deposited in a continuous sedimentary cycle in which the lower parts of the sequence were intruded by the 

Engenina Adamellite while the upper parts of the sequence were being deposited.  This has been seen in the 

Moine Supergroup where intruded granites yield ages coeval with volcanic tuffs suggesting that the granites 

were anorogenic intrusives during a rift phase (Kinny et al. 2003). 

The timing of metamorphism is a crucial issue in the Mount Woods Inlier.  As discussed earlier, there are 

uncertainties with the ca. 1736 Ma metamorphic age.  Forbes et al. (in review) has suggested that the Mount 

Woods Inlier experienced only one metamorphic event and suggested that it occurred at ca. 1590 Ma.  Meaning 

that if the Mount Woods Inlier only experienced one phase of metamorphism sedimentation may have occurred 

in a continuous basin from ca. 1750 Ma to 1630 Ma and possibly 1590 Ma.   

We propose an alternate single-stage depositional and tectonothermal model for the Mount Woods Inlier based 

on the geochronological data present here and recently published geochronology.  We suggest that the 

sediments of the Mount Woods Complex were deposited in a continuous sedimentary basin from ca. 1750 Ma to 

at least 1630 Ma, and possibly up to 1590 Ma.  During deposition the lower portions of the stratigraphy were 

intruded by the Engenina Adamellite at ca. 1692 Ma where the pre-1692 Ma sediments were intruded and the 

later ca. 1690-1590 Ma sediments were deposited after the intrusion.  Sedimentation ceased at approximately 

1590 Ma with the onset of the 1590 Ma Event; possibly related to the Olarian or Isan Orogeny‟s.  During this 

event the sediments were deformed and metamorphosed to upper amphibolite to granulite facies. Deformation is 

expressed as isoclinals folding and the development of shear zones.  Metamorphic conditions were 

approximately ~4.7 kbar and 750oC (Forbes et al. in review).  At ca. 1558 Ma the Mount Woods Inlier 

experienced a hydrothermal event. 

Further work is needed in the Mount Woods Inlier to support this model.  The geochronological resolution of the 

Mount Woods Inlier is low and currently geochronological data is only available for a select few units.  Further 

geochronology of the sedimentary units is likely to provide a better insight to the evolution of the Mount Woods 

Inlier.  Other useful work includes calculating the P-T histories for other exposures in the Mount Woods Inlier.  

This would be useful in terms of understanding the metamorphic evolution in other parts of the stratigraphy and 
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particularly useful at the Spire Hills exposure where the evidence for Kimban-aged metamorphism has been 

reported.  This will investigate whether Spire Hills experienced a single or multiple metamorphic events.  

Furthermore, a better geochronological understanding may lead to correlations between other Eastern 

Proterozoic terrains such as the Broken Hill Block which contains similar depositional (ca. 1800-1710 Ma, ca. 

1710-1660 Ma, ca. 1660-1600 Ma)  and metamorphic ages (ca. 1590) (Page et al. 2000a, Raetz et al. 2002).   

CONCLUSION 

The U-Pb zircon and monazite geochronology from the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate indicates that the 

sediments and clasts were not sourced from the Skylark Metasediments.  This implies that the Mount Woods 

Inlier did not necessarily experience a pre-1590 Ma metamorphic event and does not imply the presence of an 

unconformity between the Skylark Metasediments and the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate.  We propose an 

alternate single stage depositional and tectonothermal model for the Mount Woods Inlier.  Further work to 

strengthen this model is needed and may lead to correlations with other Eastern Proterozoic terrains.   
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FIGURE AND TABLE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1 – Map of Eastern Proterozoic Australia and the location of the Mount Woods Inlier and other Eastern 

Proterozoic terrains. Courtesy of Caroline Forbes  

Figure 2 – TMI image of the Mount Woods Inlier overlain with maximum depositional and detrital ages throughout 

the Mount Woods Inlier (Chalmers 2007b, Jagodzinski 2007, Holm OZCHRON), structural features from Betts et 

al., 2003 

Figure 3 – TMI image of the Mount Woods Inlier overlain with basement rock exposures.  Structural features from 

Betts et al., 2003 

Figure 4 – Outcrop photos from the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate exposure. a) strained cord-feld gneiss b) 

centimetre scale folds in cord-feld gneiss c) highly strained psammite d) fine-grained and metapsammitic clasts 

within hematite matrix, Coodnambana Metaconglomerate e) fracture cleavage within interbedded psammite f) 

tabular crossbedding in the interbedded psammite g) Balta Granite adjacent to the Coodnambana 

Metaconglomerate 

Figure 5 – Photomicrographs. a) andalusite-sillimanite porphyroblast in quartzite b) pinning microstructure in 

quartzite c) undulosed extinction of quartz grain of the quartzite d) retrogressed sillimanite in quartzite e) quartz 

grains within coarse-grained quartz clast f) millimetre scale folds in metapsammitic clast g) quartz-hematite 

layers in metapsammitic clast with melt vein h) coarse-grained folded quartz vein in metapsammitic clast 

Figure 6 – Photomicrographs. a) symplectic intergrowth of quartz-tourmaline in the conglomerate matrix b) 

sillimanite within conglomerate matrix c) coarse-grained tourmaline and hematite within the conglomerate matrix 

d) coarse-grained quartz grains and sillimanite in the interbedded psammite 

Figure 7 – Slice through the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate showing alternating layers of mafic and felsic 

matrix 
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Figure 8 – Stratigraphic log of the Skylark Metasediments and the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate showing 

the unconformity interpreted by Betts et al., 2003 

Figure 9 – Outcrop geology and formed surface map of the Coodnambana Metaconglomerate 

Figure 10 – Stereonet of So data and calculated fold plunge 

Figure 11 – CL images of zircon grains from sample SH001 

Figure 12 – CL images of zircon grains from sample SH002a-1 

Figure 13 – CL images of zircon grains from sample SH002a-2 

Figure 14 – CL images of monazite grains from sample SH002b 

Figure 15 - U-Pb results for zircon grains in sample SH001.  Wetherill concordia plot, relative probability plots 

with stacked histograms and weighted mean 207Pb/206Pb ages, calculated with ISOPLOT 4.00 beta (Ludwig, 

2001).  

Figure 16 - U-Pb results for zircon grains in sample SH002a.  Wetherill Concordia plot, relative probability plots 

with stacked histogram and weighted mean 207Pb/206Pb ages, calculated with ISOPLOT 4.00 beta (Ludwig, 

2001). 

Figure 17 - Pb results for monazite grains in sample SH002b. Wetherill concordia plot, relative probability plots 
with stacked histogram and weighted mean 207Pb/206Pb ages, calculated with ISOPLOT 4.00 beta (Ludwig, 
2001). 

Table 1 – Representative data for samples SH001 and SH002b 

Table 2 – Representative fata for samples SH002a-1 and SH002a-2 

Appendix A 

Table 1 – All data for sample SH001 

Table 2 – All data for sample SH002a 

Table 3 – All data for sample SH002b 
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